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An extracellular matrix microarray for probing
cellular differentiation
Christopher J Flaim, Shu Chien & Sangeeta N Bhatia
We present an extracellular matrix (ECM) microarray platform
for the culture of patterned cells atop combinatorial matrix
mixtures. This platform enables the study of differentiation
in response to a multitude of microenvironments in parallel.
The fabrication process required only access to a standard
robotic DNA spotter, off-the-shelf materials and 1,000 times
less protein than conventional means of investigating cell-ECM
interactions. To demonstrate its utility, we applied this platform
to study the effects of 32 different combinations of five
extracellular matrix molecules (collagen I, collagen III,
collagen IV, laminin and fibronectin) on cellular differentiation
in two contexts: maintenance of primary rat hepatocyte
phenotype indicated by intracellular albumin staining and
differentiation of mouse embryonic stem (ES) cells toward an
early hepatic fate, indicated by expression of a b-galactosidase
reporter fused to the fetal liver-specific gene, Ankrd17
(also known as gtar). Using this technique, we identified
combinations of ECM that synergistically impacted both
hepatocyte function and ES cell differentiation. This versatile
technique can be easily adapted to other applications, as it is
amenable to studying almost any insoluble microenvironmental
cue in a combinatorial fashion and is compatible with several
cell types.

It is well established that the cellular microenvironment plays a
critical role in determining cell fate and function. Extracellular
determinants of survival, proliferation, migration and differentiation include soluble signals (cytokines, dissolved gases), insoluble
cues (extracellular matrix, cell-cell interactions, biomaterials) and
physical stimuli (shear stress). Miniaturization of bioassays using
multiwell plates and robotic liquid handling enables combinatorial
screening of the effects of soluble species on cellular behavior1;
however, analogous approaches for screening the effects of insoluble cues are in their infancy2–4. Cellular interactions with the
ECM are of particular interest, as ligation of an integrin can directly
induce cellular signaling, modulate the response to other agonists
and influence the behavior of other integrins, a phenomenon called
crosstalk5,6. Thus, the extracellular matrix context is likely to be
critical in developing an integrated picture of the role of the
microenvironment in the fate of many diverse cell types.

Cell-ECM interactions have been studied using several
approaches. Typically, purified matrix proteins are adsorbed to
cell culture substrates alone or in combination, requiring on the
order of 10 mg of protein per 96-well plate; however, purified matrix
for a combinatorial screen can be prohibitively expensive or
simply unavailable in sufficient quantity. These two-dimensional
approaches are complemented by so-called three-dimensional
approaches such as embedding cells within ECM gels7,8. More
complex ECM has also been investigated using cell-derived matrix
in vitro9,10 or decellularized tissue sections11,12. In addition to
natural ECM components, biomaterials approaches have yielded
several hybrid matrices with tethered biomolecules and tunable
degradation in a three-dimensional hydrogel context13–15. Thus,
with the wealth of interest in cell-ECM interactions, combinatorial
techniques for screening of two-dimensional cell-ECM interactions
may provide a critical first step towards developing a comprehensive understanding of insoluble cues in the microenvironment.
We sought to adapt robotic spotting technology to develop a
robust, accessible method for forming cellular microarrays on
combinatorial extracellular matrix domains—a method that
required no photolithographic ‘cell micropatterning’ tools or
custom-built equipment and only small amounts of protein
(B10 pg) per experimental condition16–19. With the advent of
DNA robotic spotting technology, it is now possible to routinely
deliver nanoliter volumes of many different materials, from interfering RNA to peptides to biomaterials, to precise locations on a
microarray substrate2,4,20–24. Until now, techniques that use spotted
microarrays for cell culture have not been appropriate for experiments such as those conducted in this study because of incompatible process conditions for ECM protein spotting, extensive
customization of spotting equipment, or lack of pattern fidelity
(that is, cell localization) over time. We overcame these limitations
by modifying the protein-printing buffer to allow for ECM
deposition with a standard DNA spotter and identifying a microarray substrate that permitted ECM immobilization on a hydrogel
surface yet maintained spatially confined cellular islands. Accordingly, we present a method for spotting mixtures of collagen I,
collagen III, collagen IV, laminin and fibronectin in 32 combinations with eight replicates per condition on a standard microscope
slide using off-the-shelf chemicals and a conventional DNA robotic
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Figure 1 | Schematic depiction of fabrication and use of ECM microarray.
Defined ECM mixtures were deposited on a hydrogel slide using a standard
DNA microarrayer. Cells were seeded in suspension, cultured for several hours
to allow for attachment, and the excess cells were rinsed away. The cell array
was then stained for an in situ phenotypic marker, imaged and quantified for
further analysis.

spotter (Fig. 1). We demonstrated the utility of this approach by
application to two different cell types: we assessed the differentiated
function of mature, primary rat hepatocytes by albumin immunostaining and differentiation of mouse ES cells along the hepatic
lineage as assessed by a b-galactosidase reporter fused to the fetal
liver-specific gene, Ankrd17 (refs. 25,26).
RESULTS
ECM microarray fabrication and characterization
Our design criteria were (i) minimal protein usage, (ii) reproducible fabrication, (iii) low protein carryover, (iv) nonadhesive
microarray surface for cells, (v) compatibility with diverse cell
types, (vi) ability to maintain cell patterns for about 1 week in
serum media and (vii) compatibility with conventional microscopy. We chose a contact deposition–type microarrayer over a
piezo dispenser because it can function with as little as 3 ml of
source material. We tested several commercially available microarray surfaces for their ability to confine hepatocytes to collagen I
(a model ECM protein) islands for 48 h of culture with 10% serum.
Hydrogel (Perkin Elmer), CodeLink (Amersham) and our own
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acrylamide slides maintained spatially confined cellular islands for
448 h (Supplementary Fig. 1 online). A wide range of spotting
solution concentrations was permissive for cell attachment (see
Supplementary Data online).
Next, we verified protein immobilization and assessed whether
substantial carryover occurred during the fabrication process. We
first characterized the spatial localization of ECM proteins using
antigenic recognition (Fig. 2). In each case, high fluorescence
corresponded to the expected spatial distribution of the five matrix
proteins used. Collagen IV staining showed dim fluorescence in
some laminin regions, probably corresponding to a reported 4%
cross reactivity of the anti–collagen IV antibody as assessed by
radioimmunoassay (Biodesign International). We also spotted
alternating test solutions of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)–
collagen I and ‘buffer only’ with the same pin and were unable to
detect a signal in ‘buffer only’ rows using a confocal laser scanner.
Thus, we did not detect protein carryover contamination using two
separate techniques.
Primary rat hepatocytes adhered preferentially to protein spotted
regions and did not attach to the acrylamide gel regions lacking
ECM proteins (Fig. 3a,b). The cell patterning was robust over a
large surface area (9  9 mm), yielding a uniform array of near
confluent cellular islands with a diameter of 150 7 5.8 mm (n ¼ 15).
Cells were confined to the spotted regions for a period of at least 7 d,
after which the most common mode of failure was gel detachment
from the slide. Phase-contrast images of the array showed compact
cells with polygonal morphology, distinct nuclei and bright intercellular borders consistent with primary hepatocytes (Fig. 3c,d).
Cell viability assays, using the fluorescent dyes calcein AM and
ethidium homodimer-1, at 24 h and 5 d after plating showed
predominantly live cells (B95%) with intact membranes that
excluded ethidium homodimer-1 nuclear staining (Fig. 3b).
Effect of ECM composition on hepatocytes and ES cells
To probe primary rat hepatocytes for the effects of ECM composition, cell arrays were stained immunofluorescently for intracellular
albumin (a marker of liver-specific function) and analyzed on days
1 and 7. All islands showed similar fluorescent intensity on day 1,
with an average of 6.41 7 0.166 log fluorescent units (two arrays
measured). In contrast, day 7 arrays showed notable differences in
fluorescent intensity that seemed to be dependent on the initial
underlying matrix composition. Quadrants 2 and 3 of the array had
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Figure 2 | Characterization of ECM microarray by indirect immunofluorescence. (a) Composition and layout of each row, 32 conditions in eight replicates each.
The spotting solution concentration of each ECM molecule, when present in a mixture, was 100 mg/ml. (b) Correlation of specified array composition and
immunofluorescence of replicate arrays demonstrates presence and immunoreactivity of all five ECM components with minimal carryover between conditions.
C1, collagen I; C3, collagen III; C4, collagen IV; L, laminin; Fn, fibronectin.
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Figure 3 | Primary rat hepatocytes on ECM microarrays. (a) Hoffman contrast montage image of the ECM microarray after 24 h of culture in 10% serum (inset,
magnified view). Hepatocytes are well spread, have bright intercellular borders and distinct nuclei, and spread to occupy the full ECM island in all conditions.
(b) Live/dead (green/red) staining of hepatocytes using calcein AM and ethidium homodimer-1 reveals B95% viability at 24 h (inset, magnified view). Scale
bars, 1 mm (inset scale bars, 500 mm). (c,d) High-magnification phase-contrast (c) and fluorescent images (d) of a single island (green, calcein AM; blue,
DAPI). Scale bars, 50 mm.

collagen IV in all spots, and seemed qualitatively and quantitatively
to be brighter than quadrants 1 and 4 (Fig. 4a,b). Approximately
half of the analyzed mixtures had an albumin signal on day 7 that
was greater than the average of day 1 cultures (Fig. 4c). The 15
highest albumin signals are associated with underlying matrices
containing collagen IV. In a separate experiment, hepatocytes
cultured on serially diluted collagen IV (ranging from 31.2 mg/ml
to 500 mg/ml) for 5 d showed no significant differences
in intracellular albumin signal (P 4 0.05 for all pairs using oneway ANOVA with a multiple-comparison Tukey post-hoc test,
GraphPad Prizm software). Taken together, the data suggested
that the differences in liver-specific function were not due simply
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to a difference in collagen IV concentration but rather to an
interaction with other ECM molecules.
Factorial analysis methods were applied to analyze all available
day 7 data (four arrays, yielding 1,024 data points) for main effects,
2-, 3- and 4-factor interactions, in addition to the statistical
significance of each effect (Fig. 4d). The analysis revealed that the
largest overall effect on albumin signal was the increase resulting
from collagen IV. Among the other main effects, we found
fibronectin also had a positive effect, though to a lesser extent
than collagen IV. Laminin and collagen III negatively affected
the albumin signal. In agreement with our findings, it has
been previously reported that secreted albumin from primary rat
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Figure 4 | Cultured hepatocytes show differential intracellular albumin staining in response to matrix composition. (a) Indirect immunofluorescence
of intracellular albumin, a marker of differentiated hepatocyte function, on day 7. Note preservation of microarray features after 7 d in 10% serum.
(b) Quantification of average pixel intensity per microarray spot in a. (c) Hierarchical depiction of image albumin intensity for each of the matrix mixtures on
day 7. Error bars, s.e.m. (n ¼ 8). Reference line is the average intensity for hepatocytes on day 1. Error box represents 1 s.d. (d) Results of 25 full factorial
analysis on intracellular albumin intensity (four microarray data sets). The relative magnitude of main effects as well as 2-, 3-, 4- and 5-factor interactions are
shown. Q1, quadrant 1; Q2, quadrant 2; Q3, quadrant 3; Q4, quadrant 4; C1, collagen I; C3, collagen III; C4, collagen IV; L, laminin; Fn, fibronectin.
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Figure 5 | I114 ES cells differentiate on ECM microarrays. (a) Bright-field alkaline phosphatase staining of day 1 ES cultures on ECM microarrays in 15% serum
medium (scale bar, 1 mm). (b,c) Phase-contrast images of day 3 arrays cultured with LIF (b) and with RA (c). Cells cultured with LIF showed three-dimensional
features (in b, inset x-z confocal section, B77 mm thickness). In contrast, RA-induced cells grew as a relatively thin sheet (in c, inset x-z section, B25 mm
thickness). Scale bars, 250 mm (inset scale bars, 50 mm). (d) Bright-field micrograph of selected X-gal–stained ECM microarray conditions after 3 d of culture in
RA. C1 + C3 + L + Fn (top left images) induced higher Ankrd17 reporter activity (arrowheads) than was seen in cells cultured on C3 + L (bottom left images).
Scale bars, 250 mm. Magnified views of reporter activity: scale bars, 50 mm. Bar graph: hierarchical depiction of ‘blue’ image area (pooled data from four
microarrays) for each of the matrix mixtures. Error bars, s.e.m. (n ¼ 32). The C1 + C3 + L + Fn culture condition induced B27-fold more b-galactosidase image
area than the C3 + L cultures. (e) Results of 25 full factorial analysis on b-galactosidase positive ‘blue’ image area (four microarray data sets). The relative
magnitude of main effects as well as 2-, 3-, 4- and 5-factor interactions are shown. C1, collagen I; C3, collagen III; C4, collagen IV; L, laminin; Fn, fibronectin.

hepatocytes is highest when the cells are cultured on collagen IV
and lower when they are cultured on fibronectin and laminin27,28.
Notably, several 2-, 3- and 4-factor interactions were also identified
as statistically significant (P o 0.05). The interactions of collagen I
with laminin and of collagen III with laminin both had positive
effects. However, each of these components individually produced
a negative effect, suggesting a nonadditive interaction. Similarly, the
interaction of collagen IV with fibronectin showed a negative effect,
whereas individually these components displayed positive effects.
These findings could be the subject of future investigations.
To investigate the feasibility of using matrix arrays to study stem
cell differentiation, we cultured I114 mouse ES cells for up to 6 d
in the presence of 1,000 U/ml leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) or
106 M all-trans retinoic acid (RA). Day 1 cultures stained
uniformly positive for alkaline phosphatase (Fig. 5a). Cells cultured
with LIF for 3 d (Fig. 5b) grew as three-dimensional clusters that
were reminiscent of embryoid bodies (EBs) with an average
diameter 224 7 12 mm (n ¼ 14). Confocal sectioning (Fig. 5b,
inset) indicated that islands were B77 mm thick (possibly multilayered). When cultured with RA, the cells grew as a relatively thin
sheet B25 mm thick (Fig. 5c, inset). Notably, several matrix
conditions in day 3 and 5 RA-induced cultures elicited a substantial
increase of b-galactosidase reporter activity when stained with
5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-b-D-galactosidase (X-gal). For example, collagen I + collagen III + laminin + fibronectin collectively
induced noticeably more reporter expression in all replicate islands
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(Fig. 5d, top left images) than was seen in cells cultured on
collagen III + laminin (Fig. 5d, bottom left images). Quantitative
image analysis of ‘blue’ threshold area in day 3 RA-treated
arrays illuminated further trends (Fig. 5d, bar graph). We note
that nine of the ten highest signals were recorded from cells on
matrices that contained collagen I, and four of the top five signals
came from ECM conditions including both collagen I and fibronectin. We also found that the lowest eleven signals were detected
on matrices that lacked fibronectin, and matrices that lacked
both collagen I and fibronectin produced the lowest seven
b-galactosidase signals. A 25 full factorial analysis on data from
four arrays also indicated that fibronectin and collagen I had
strong positive effects on b-galactosidase reporter expression
(Fig. 5e). Again, several potentially counterintuitive interaction
effects were identified (for example, collagen I + collagen IV and
collagen I + fibronectin).
DISCUSSION
Fabrication of an ECM microarray for cell culture required optimization of the deposition method, printing buffer, microarray
surface and cell culture conditions. We chose a contact style arrayer
using pins that deposited 12 nl of material per B150 mm
diameter spot, which is large enough to accommodate more than
20 cells. The spotting buffer also had considerable influence on
microarray quality, and required reformulation to accommodate
ECM proteins: an acidic buffer to inhibit collagen polymerization,
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5 mM EDTA to prevent laminin polymerization29, Triton X-100
to reduce surface tension and glycerol to slow evaporation and
increase the volume of material deposited (data not shown).
When using this buffer and cleaning the pins by dipping them in
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) between wells and subjecting them to
daily sonication, we observed no defects during six consecutive
printing runs (4100 arrays produced).
The choice of microarray surface is key to maintaining spatially
separated cellular islands. We chose a surface that allowed ECM
molecules to be stored locally in a hydrated environment, yet
resisted adsorption of serum proteins. The nonfouling nature of
acrylamide prevents cell migration over relatively long periods of
time (428 d) in comparison to other cell patterning techniques
that use agarose, Pluronic compounds, serum albumin or polyethylene glycol (o7 d)30. Dehydrated polyacrylamide substrates
are thought to swell during spotting and retain proteins through
hydrophobic interactions31. Although here we report culture
only up to 7 d, we note that when our substrates failed, it was
due to gel detachment from the glass slide rather than cell
migration. This failure mode could potentially be improved by
ensuring that the glass surface is densely hydroxylated before
silanization, or by using a highly porous glass substrate or alternate
silane coupling agents32–35.
Cell culture presents additional demands on the ECM microarray concept. A minimum surface density of integrin ligands is
required for cell attachment and spreading36 and is estimated to be
as low as 1 ng/cm2 for hepatocyte cells on laminin, fibronectin,
collagen I and collagen IV37. In our hands, hepatocytes attached to
hydrogel spots in which B25 pg of protein was initially deposited
(o130 ng/cm2), putting it within a reasonable range. The maximum density of ECM molecules is dependent on several factors
including the concentration of stock solution, the solubility of
ECM proteins, the porosity of the polyacrylamide gel and the mode
of deposition (pin or piezoelectric).
Our interest in the liver inspired the choice of ECM molecules
found in the hepatic microenvironment, the use of primary cells
and a fetal liver-specific reporter ES cell line. The liver has heterogeneous staining for collagen I, collagen III, collagen IV, laminin
and fibronectin38,39. Hepatocytes display integrins b1, b2, a1, a2,
a5 and the nonintegrin fibronectin receptor Agp110 in vivo38,40.
Cultured rat hepatocytes display integrins a1, a3, a5, b1 and a6b1,
and their expression is modulated by the culture conditions41. In
our experiments, we emphasize that only the initial matrix composition was specified; however, interaction with ECM is well
known to modulate matrix metalloproteinase expression42, integrin activity43 and matrix expression27,44, making it a key parameter
in investigating optimal culture environments.
Interactions between ECM and growth factors, which can be
positive or negative, have been reported in several contexts45. In
addition to the well-described crosstalk between integrin and
growth factor signaling46, crosstalk exists among matrix molecules.
For example, it has been previously reported that collagen-induced
release of IL-1 through binding integrin a7b1 in human blood
mononuclear cells is potentiated by fibronectin binding to a5b143,47.
Similarly, endothelial cell attachment to fibronectin via a5b1
integrin reportedly potentiates avb3-mediated migration on vitronectin48. In this context, our results with hepatocytes suggest that
integrin crosstalk may explain the apparent antagonistic interactions
between collagen III and laminin, and collagen IV and fibronectin,

a hypothesis that is testable by scaling-up the appropriate culture
conditions so that conventional methods can be used3.
Embryonic stem cells are a potential source of differentiated cells
that could be used in cell therapy, drug discovery and basic research.
Current methods for differentiating ES cells in vitro are generally
inefficient (o1%) for generating specific lineages, and rely on the
use of heterogeneous cell aggregates called embryoid bodies.
Exceptions to this generalization are a few rare reports of efficient
monolayer culture methods, underscoring the importance of a
tightly regulated environment for efficient lineage-specific differentiation1,49,50. Whereas most studies focus on growth factors, the
importance of ECM in developmental processes has increasingly
been recognized. In vitro, undifferentiated mouse ES cells express
integrins a6, b1, b4, b5, laminin receptor 1 and dystroglycan51–53,
and are thus poised to receive signals from ECM. Given that stem
cell differentiation has historically been a largely empirical field,
a parallelized culture platform could be of benefit. A potential
difficulty that could result from miniaturization is that low differentiation efficiency would not yield a detectable level of cells
expressing the desired lineage markers, necessitating monitoring
of more ubiquitous cellular constituents such as actin and keratin4.
We chose to explore the feasibility of using ECM protein
microarrays to study ES differentiation in the context of the liver.
Preliminary evidence exists for the in vitro differentiation of mouse
ES cells into hepatic tissue54–57. In vitro differentiation of mouse
I114 reporter ES cells as embryoid bodies induces reporter expression that coincides with endodermal gene upregulation and colocalization with a-fetoprotein and albumin protein25,26,58. As such,
it can potentially serve as a tool to study early hepatic specification
in vitro. Culturing ES cells as three-dimensional aggregates greatly
improves the frequency of differentiation to somatic lineages;
however, embryoid bodies are seldom uniform in size. We observed
uniform, spatially confined, three-dimensional growth of ES cells
cultured on ECM microarrays with LIF, which we propose is a
result of proliferation on a confined domain. In contrast, culturing
with RA resulted in a noticeable flattening of the cellular island
morphology, probably owing to induction of differentiation, a
reduction in proliferation, and therefore less expansion in the
z-direction. From image analysis, we estimated o1% reporter
activity in day 9 EBs58 and even less in monolayer cultures. In
contrast, our day 3 RA-induced microcultures exhibited up to
16.8 7 5.5% (n ¼ 8) of the island area that showed reporter activity
when cultured on optimal ECM microenvironments. Moreover, we
detected an approximate 140-fold difference in b-galactosidase
signal from the least efficient condition (laminin only) to the
most efficient (laminin + collagen I + fibronectin). In analyzing
these results, it is important to bear in mind that only the initial,
underlying matrix composition was experimentally specified.
Alterations that resulted from this experimental variable may be
due to the influence on proliferation, differentiation, matrix
remodeling or cell-cell interactions. Further investigation of how
complex ECM enhances reporter activity may provide valuable
insight on how to drive the in vitro differentiation more efficiently.
The diversity of biological niches mandates a systematic
approach to investigating optimal cell culture environments.
Miniaturized arrays of living cells, like DNA microarrays, offer
the potential for a more global picture of the role of soluble and
insoluble cues on cell fate and function. We have described here a
robust method to create cell arrays using only a DNA spotter and
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off-the-shelf chemicals. Culturing primary hepatocytes and
mouse ES cells on combinatorial mixtures of ECM yielded insights
into the role of the microenvironment using 1,000 times less
protein than conventional methods would require. This method
is amenable to depositing almost any insoluble or soluble cue,
such as polysaccharides, proteoglycans, glycosaminoglycans, membrane bound proteins and tethered growth factors or peptide
signaling motifs. It can also be easily adapted to exploit lineagespecific fluorescent reporter strategies, cocultivate epithelia
and stroma, and, when combined with soluble factors, screen the
effects of growth factors or small molecules in conjunction with
underlying matrix2,59.

Light (Molecular Probes) and imaged using 3 s exposures for each
frame (CoolSnap HQ, Photometrics).
I114 ES cell reporter expression was assessed on days 3 and 5.
Cell arrays were fixed for 20 min in 0.5% glutaraldehyde and
stained in 0.1% X-gal in a Tris buffer (pH 7.5) overnight at 37 1C.
Montaged images of each array were acquired in bright field.
B-galactosidase image area was quantified by color thresholding
using Metamorph software.

METHODS
ECM microarray fabrication. The microarray substrate was
a custom-fabricated acrylamide gel pad slide, similar to the
Hydrogel slide (Perkin Elmer) and those described elsewhere35,60.
To summarize, glass slides were modified with 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (Sigma) to present methacrylate groups that
bond the gel to the glass. A thin (B80 mm) polyacrylamide gel pad
was created by floating an untreated 22  22 mm #1 coverslip
on a 40 ml drop of prepolymer solution and exposing to UV at
1.5 mW/cm2 for 10 min (Glo-Mark Systems, Inc.). The prepolymer
solution consisted of 9.5% acrylamide, 0.5% bis and 20 mg/ml
1-[4-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-phenyl]-2-hydroxy-2-methyl-1-propane1-one (Irgacure 2959, Ciba Specialty Chemicals; dissolved initially
in methanol at 200 mg/ml). After carefully removing the coverslip,
the slides were soaked in deionized H2O (dH2O) for 48 h and
dehydrated on a hot plate at 40 1C. The printing buffer consisted
of 100 mM acetate, 5 mM EDTA, 20% glycerol and 0.25% Triton
X-100, and it was adjusted to pH 5.0 to inhibit protein polymerization. For ECM arrays, stock solutions of rat collagen I (ref. 8),
human collagen III, mouse collagen IV, human fibronectin (Becton Dickinson) and mouse laminin (Sigma) were suspended at
500 mg/ml in the printing buffer. ECM protein solutions were then
mixed in 32 combinations in a 384-well plate. Eight individual
spots of each protein mixture were deposited with a 500 mm pitch
on the acrylamide gel pad using a SpotArray 24 (Perkin Elmer)
equipped with Stealth SMP 3.0 split pins (Telechem). The pins
were cleaned by sonication in 5% Micro Cleaning Solution
(Telechem) and dH2O immediately before use. Between each
sample in the source plate, the pins were dipped in a 50% DMSO
and water solution, washed for 25 s with dH2O and dried. Twenty
ECM microarrays could be produced simultaneously in this
manner in 1 h. A silicone well isolator (Grace Biolabs) was adhered
around the gel pad using Silicone II sealant (General Electric) to
define the cell culture area. The protein arrays with gaskets were
incubated at 4 1C in a humidified environment for B16 h and
rinsed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) before use.
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Cellular function. Images of the 9 mm  9 mm array were
acquired at 10 magnification as a series of 154 images on a
Nikon inverted microscope equipped with a motorized stage (Ludl
Electronic Products Ltd.). The images were montaged using
Metamorph 6.2r3 software (Universal Imaging Corp.). Hepatocyte
arrays were fixed on days 1 and 7 in 4% paraformaldehyde and
stained for intracellular albumin using a rabbit anti-rat albumin
antibody (Cappel) and a goat anti-rabbit IgG-Alexa 633 secondary
antibody (Molecular Probes). Arrays were mounted in Slowfade
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Indirect immunofluorescence, cell culture, cell function and data
analysis. See Supplementary Methods online.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Methods website.
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